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© 2018 by Little Bird Bible LLC 
All Rights Reserved. 
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a 
retrieval system or transmitted, in any form or by any means 
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise- without prior 
written permission from the publisher, except for the inclusion of brief quotations 
in a review. All images and animated GIF stickers are also under the same 
copyright limitations. 

To The READER 
This Sample comes from the first chapter of the Little 
Bird Bible’s  Book of Philippians Retweeted version. 

1. The Abridged version of this book does not include 
all the side dialogues between the different 
characters, so just skip over these indented 

conversations to get a feel for the Abridged version.  

2. This sample is formatted as a PDF, so the animated 
stickers will not work in this format but do in most  

e-book versions. 
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Philippians 

Chapter 1 

Chapter Break down 

Verses 1:1-11 
Paul addresses the church in Philippi, and it’s leaders; he shares his hopes 
and prayers for them, and touches on all major themes of the letter.


Verses 1:12-18 
Paul tells about his imprisonment and how his friends and adversaries 
have responded.


Verses 1:19-26 
Paul shares his inner conflict, but resolves to rejoice in his suffering and to 
remain as their friend and advocate. 


Verses 1:27-30 
Paul urges the people to remain faithful in spite of their suffering and to 
trust in Christ just as he has.
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Chapter 1 Emoji Lexicon  
The linear sequential usage and definitions of emoji concepts 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The Book of Philippians 

Chapter 1 

 
Paul @WorstSinnerEver

Philippians 1:1-8 
To the ⛪  of Philippi & its leaders: 👋  this is Paul & Timothy, 
both followers of ✝ ; Grace & ☮  from our Lord. I thank God 
each ⌛ 🕰 ⌚  I 🤔  of you! 


When I 🙏  for all of you, I feel great 🤗  because of your 
partnership in the 👍 🗞 . God will 🏁  the 👍 🚧  He began in 
you. 


You are all in my ❤ , whether in ⛓  or advancing the 👍 🗞 . We 
share God’s grace, & God can tell you how I miss you😥  with 
the ❤  of Jesus ✝ . 




Professor Largo @GreekScholarSupreme

The translation of “splanchnon” in Greek actually means guts, 
not heart. The center of all emotion rests in your guts according 
to the Greeks. We talk about gut feelings, ourselves.



Mr. Emoji @EmojiGuru

But there are no “gut” emojis, at least not yet; the translation is 
good. Today, we connect our emotions with our heart anyway; 
Good question, though, which do you trust more, your heart or 
your guts?  

What do you think? Post about it: #heartorguts 

Paul @WorstSinnerEver

Philippians 1:9-19 

This is my 🙏  for you: that your 💗  may ➕ ↗ 📈  in depth & 🎓
🧠  that you may be 😇  & blameless filled with the 🍏 🍒 🍇  of 
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God’s 😇 🔥  found in ✝  until the ⌛ 🔚 ! 


Don't be 😖 ,😢 , or 😬  for me, everyone including the 🏰 💂  
know I am in ⛓ s for ✝ ; this is 👍  for the 👍 🗞  as our fellow 
C ↔ s 📣  the faith more 💪  without 😬 .



Now some 🤔 💭  me & 📣  ✝  out of 💗  & 👍 will, but others 📣  
out of 👎 motives 😒 🤑 😠  causing L 🥊 . But what does it 
matterN ⁉  ✝  is 📣 d, so I’m 🙂 ! 


I will rejoice 🤗 , for I know through your 🙏 s & the 😇 🌬 ’s 
power, my suffering will 🐛 ➡ 🦋  into my deliverance.




Job @God’sFavorite

 I said the same thing! Job 13:16 



Paul @WorstSinnerEver

Philippians 1:20-23 
I just hope I have enough 💪  &🎖 to keep ✝ 🥇 st in my life or 
in my 💀 . For me, to live is ✝  and to 💀  is 📈 ‼ 


If I keep living, then my 🚧  will bear much 🍏 🍒 🍇 , which is 
👍 , but if I 💀 , then I will be with ✝ , which is ✖ Z ➕ 👍 




Professor Winglethrush @LiteratureIsLife

Double plus good? The King James Version of the Bible was 
the greatest achievements of our language; you’ve reduced it 
to Orwellian syntax! 
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Jarrod @LittleBirdBible

But there still is the KJV; I am not replacing it. I contend using 
emoji's in the text may stimulate language & creativity in the 
brain. 

William Tyndale @FirstOfficialEnglishBible

People did not like my translation of the Bible either. I was 
betrayed, imprisoned for 450 days, accused of heresy, 
executed by strangling, and then burned at the stake. You can’t 
please everyone. Relax. 



Paul @WorstSinnerEver

Philippians 1:24-27  
That is a hard choice 🤔 ⚖ . To be with ✝  is better, but for your 
sake, I will live & 🚧  so that the faith will grow & the 🤗  of ✝  
will 🍾 ⛲ .





Shakespeare @theGreatestBardEver

“To Be or Not to Be, that is the question.” I totally get you, Paul. 



Dr. King @IHaveADream

“Every man must decide if he will walk in the light of creative 
altruism or the darkness of destructive selfishness.”1 



Dietrich Bonhoeffer @SavetheChurch

“We must learn to regard people less in the light of what they 
do or omit to do, and more in the light of what they suffer.”2 




Paul @WorstSinnerEver

Dr. King, Dietrich—I am glad I am in the good company of 
souls who have suffering in prison unjustly. 
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Paul @WorstSinnerEver

Philippians 1:28-30 
So don't 😨  about me, rather 👁 🔬  on living a life worthy of the 
👍 🗞  of ✝ , so if I can't 👣 👜  to see you, I will know you 

👬 💪 ⚓  as e  in faith. 


Do not 😱  the 👺  who oppose you. Don't be 🤐 . Your faith is a 
⚠  to them of their 👎 🔥 ☠  🗑  & a sign of your 👍 😇 🔒 🏆 . 


Remember☝ : Faith is a 🎁 , & so is suffering. So, 👬 💪 ⚓  
together as I 👬  with you, & we’ll make it through together🔗 ! 




C.S. Lewis @ForNarnia

"God whispers to us in our pleasures, speaks in our conscious, 
but shouts in our pain. It is his megaphone to rouse a deaf 
world.”3 


Job @God’sFavorite

I lost everything. My wealth, my land, my health, and my 
children. Is suffering really a gift?  

What do you think? Post about it: #giftofsuffering 

Chapter 1: Abridged 
👋 ⛪ , I 😢  you in my ❤ . I’m in ⛓  for ✝ , but in life or in 💀 , 
God will 🐛 ➡ 🦋  this into 👍 ; be 🤗  & don’t 😱  the 👺 , but 
👬 💪 ⚓  & 👁 🔬  on the 👍 🗞 .
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Pictorial Character Directory

Cast of characters in alphabetical order 

Note: All characters real, historic, or imagined may have no knowledge or 
concept of the Little Bird Bible and thus do not endorse it.


The color of the box around the picture indicates their primary category

1. Royal Blue: Old Testament people. 5. Grey: Antagonists & Critics

2. Aqua Blue: New Testament people. 6.Yellow: Musicians & Artists

3. Red: Philosophers and Theologians. 7. Purple: Spiritual Beings

4. Green: Inventors and Scientists. 8. Brown: Leaders & Experts




C.S. Lewis (1898-1963AD) was an English professor at Oxford and 
a noted atheist, until his conversion to Christianity. Beyond the 
Chronicles of Narnia, he wrote, taught, and defended the 
philosophical positions of Christian teaching through numbers 
non-fiction books and radio broadcasts. After a year of declining 
health, he collapsed at home and died of renal failure.


Dietrich Bonhoeffer (1906-1945AD) was a German theologian, 
Lutheran Pastor, and founding member of the Confessing Church. 
During the Nazi occupation of Germany, he lead the underground 
church teaching pastors secretly in the woods; he was arrested in 
the conspiracy to kill Hitler, and sent to prison where he wrote his 
most famous work “Ethics.” He was executed on the gallows of 
Flossenbürg Concentration Camp several days before it was 
liberated.



Dr. King (1929-1968AD) Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was an 
American Baptist minister and an outspoken activist during the 
American Civil Rights Movement from 1954 until his death. His 
passionate voice for racial equality and practice of non-violent civil 
disobedience inspired the world and won him the Nobel Peace 
Prize in 1964. He was assassinated by a gunman in Memphis, TN 
while planning a national occupation of Washington D.C. rally.
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Job was a holy man who was put to the ultimate test of faith when 

he lost everything he possessed and nearly everyone he loved at 
the same time. In spite of this, he maintained his faith in the 
Almighty. You can read more about him in the Job in the Old 
Testament.



Paul was a distinguished Jewish leader and Pharisee with a brilliant 
mind and incredible zeal, who started out persecuting Christians 
before his conversion to the faith. He then became one of their 
greatest missionaries and authors attributed with writing 13 of the 
27 books found in the New Testament. After standing trial, Paul 
was decapitated by orders of Emperor Nero.


Professor Largo is the Little Bird Bible’s resident Greek scholar. 
Professor Largo excels at highlighting the importance of the usage 
and nuance of Greek words in the New Testament. He can simplify 
and teach concepts and syntax to students at any level. 




Shakespeare (1564?-1616AD) William Shakespeare is considers to 
be one of the greatest communicators of the English language. 
This famous bard and champion of iambic pentameter is credited 
with the creation of approximately 39 plays and 154 sonnets. His 
works have subsequently been translated in most of the word’s 
languages, and his works are performed more numerously than any 
other playwright. History surmises he to took suddenly ill and died.




William Tyndale (1494-1536AD) was an English scholar and leader 
of the Protestant Reformation. His writings influenced Henry VIII to 
separate from the Catholic Church. Tyndale secretly produced a 
literal equivalent translation of the Bible in English, as it was against 
the law, directly from Hebrew and Greek. Then he mass produced it 
using the printing press; over 3/4 of the King James Bible uses 
Tyndale’s translation. He was labeled a heretic; he was executed by 
strangling, and then burnt at the stake.
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